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abstract: Trivers and Willard's suggestion that natural selection favors maternal control of offspring sex ratio in relation to maternal condition has been much debated. The theoretical plausibility of the idea, under some conditions, is firmly established, and there is strong empirical support for conditional sex allocation in some taxa. However, the extent to which this hypothesis can be applied to mammals, particularly ungulates, has been more controversial. We used metaanalysis to review published studies of the Trivers-Willard hypothesis within ungulates and to assess the overall level of empirical support for the hypothesis. Overall, data from 37 studies of 18 species suggested a weak but significant positive correlation between maternal condition and sex ratio ( ). However, average effect size r p ϩ0.09 differed markedly between different categories of studies. Studies using measures of maternal condition that were taken preconception and on the basis of behavioral dominance provided strong evidence for a relationship between maternal condition and the sex ratio ( ). In contrast, studies that used morphological or r p ϩ0.17-0.25 physiological measures of condition that were measured postconception provided little or no evidence for a relationship between maternal condition and sex ratio (
). There are several r p ϩ0.05-0.06 reasons to suggest that data collected postconception and relying on morphological measures of condition are less likely to capture variables that cause selection for biased sex allocation. In addition, we found that the relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition depended on life-history characteristics; relationships were stronger when sexual size dimorphism was more male biased and when gestation periods were longer. Overall, our analyses suggest that data from ungulates are consistent with the Trivers-Willard hypothesis but only when appropriate measures are used.
In cases where the reproductive value of male and female offspring is affected differently by an environmental variable, parents may be selected to adjust the ratio of allocation of resources to male and female offspring (Charnov 1982) . The theoretical and empirical study of this phenomenon, sex allocation, has been very successful in some taxa, for example, in parasitoid wasps, eusocial hymenoptera, and hermaphrodites (Charnov 1982; Godfray 1994; Bourke and Franks 1995; West et al. 2000) . In many of these taxa, empirical data show a good fit to the predictions of simple models. In contrast, the degree to which empirical data support theoretical models in some other taxa has been much debated (Williams 1979; CluttonBrock and Iason 1986; Palmer 2000; Brown 2001; Brown and Silk 2002; West and Sheldon 2002) .
One of the most debated issues concerns the empirical support for one of the earliest models of individual sex allocation. Trivers and Willard (1973) suggested that in mammals where maternal condition affected the fitness of offspring and where the fitness of male offspring was more strongly affected than the fitness of female offspring, females in good condition should bias their offspring sex ratio in favor of males because this would be the sex that yielded the highest marginal fitness returns. Although this was not formally modeled in the original article, this is a special case of a more general formulation of the effect that variables with sex-differential effects on offspring fitness select for biased sex allocation (Charnov 1979; 1982) . Consequently, there is already strong support for the underlying logic of the Trivers-Willard hypothesis from numerous other situations, such as the occurrence of sex ratio adjustment by female solitary parasitoids in response to host size (Godfray 1994; West and Sheldon 2002) .
A particular difficulty in testing the Trivers-Willard hypothesis in mammals is that subsequent theoretical work has shown that the expected sex ratio skew in relation to maternal condition may, in fact, not be predictable. Leimar (1996) modeled the Trivers-Willard hypothesis using reproductive value of offspring rather than their immediate reproductive success and showed that the predicted relationship between maternal condition and offspring sex ratio could be positive or negative. This complication arises because of the possibility of strong maternal transmission of condition to daughters, such as through inheritance of territories or social rank. When this occurs, it provides a benefit to females in good condition who produce daughters because these daughters can themselves produce high-quality daughters. Consequently, the predicted direction and strength of any relationship between maternal condition and offspring sex ratio will depend on the relative importance of maternal effects on daughters and sexual selection on sons. Leimar's (1996) analysis illustrates a general problem with tests of sex allocation theory, which applies to many taxa; there are very few empirical data available to allow clear a priori prediction about the direction of effects (West and Sheldon 2002) . In the case of mammals, too little is known about the details of life-history variation in males and females to make a firm prediction about the direction of sex ratio skews expected in any but the very best studied species, and in that sense, most empirical data cannot really be said to support or not support Trivers and Willard's theory.
A second, unrelated area of disagreement concerns whether there is a common pattern in studies of sex ratio variation in relation to maternal condition. Many studies have been published as tests of the Trivers-Willard hypothesis, but in only some of these studies have significant associations between a measure of maternal condition and sex ratio been reported. The apparent variability has led to suggestions that there is no evidence that sex ratios are related to maternal condition and that those studies revealing relationships may represent a biased sample of work carried out (Clutton-Brock and Iason 1986; FestaBianchet 1996; Palmer 2000) . However, there are several difficulties with this conclusion. First, nonquantitative statements about the overall pattern of research in a field may be unreliable because a set of results in one or other direction can almost always be selected from a large field of published work (Arnqvist and Wooster 1995) . Second, some statements about variability of results in studies of sex ratios have mistakenly concentrated on population sex ratios, concluding that there is little evidence that sex ratio variance between populations is anything other than binomial (e.g., Palmer 2000) . However, the distribution of population sex ratios has little relevance to the question of whether individuals within populations adjust their sex ratio because models of individual sex allocation are based on how variance in the sex ratio is distributed within, not between, populations (West and Sheldon 2002 ). An alternative approach has been to assess whether the variance in sex ratios within populations differs from that expected from a binomial distribution (e.g., Williams 1979) . However, tests of variance have rather little power, and in addition, the assumption that failure to reject the null hypothesis of binomial sex ratio variance (at either population or family level) is indicative of the absence of sex ratio adjustment is questionable. Separate processes may lead to sex ratio variance being greater than or less than binomial. For example, if the probability of being one sex varies consistently across positions within a sequence of births, subbinomial variance may result (Krackow et al. 2002) . In contrast, if families born under particular conditions tend to be composed of one sex, then greater than binomial variance may result. Both sorts of process are known to occur in birds and mammals (e.g., Austad and Sunquist 1986; Huck et al. 1990; Badyaev et al. 2002; West and Sheldon 2002) . Consequently, it is hard to know what distribution of sex ratio variances to expect across species. Finally, few authors have tried to explain differences in the outcome of studies based on the quality of data collected. As we show, this is important for understanding variation in the results of studies of sex ratio in relation to maternal condition.
Our aim in this article is to conduct a quantitative assessment of the evidence that maternal condition (defined in various ways) is associated with offspring sex ratio. In addition, we aimed to explore possible sources of variation in the relationship between offspring sex ratio and maternal condition. We restricted our analysis to studies of ungulate mammals for four reasons. First, this group has been the subject of much work in this area, and by restricting our analysis to a relatively well-defined taxonomic group, we hoped to control for some of the possible sources of variation between studies. Second, extensive work on ecology and life history in ungulates means that data are more likely to be available to test explanations for variation in effect size. Third, many ungulates have small litters; when litters are large, litter size and sex ratio may interact in unpredictable ways (Williams 1979; Frank 1990 ). Finally, many ungulates have polygynous mating systems and are sexually size dimorphic, and male reproductive success is settled by the outcome of male-male competition. These characteristics suggest that ungulates would be a particularly appropriate model for the TriversWillard hypothesis . We used meta-analytic techniques to compare studies and draw overall conclusions about the pattern of results. Metaanalysis is a technique for combining information from different studies and deriving quantitative statements about the patterns shown by the studies as a whole. Further details about the methods involved can be found in articles by Rosenthal (1991) , Arnqvist and Wooster (1995) , Gurevitch and Hedges (1999) , and Rosenberg et al. (2000) .
We do not consider that most data concerning sex ratio variation and maternal condition in ungulates can be treated as a formal test of the Trivers-Willard hypothesis because of the general paucity of data needed to predict whether, and in what direction, any sex ratio adjustment is expected. However, given that such data are very difficult to obtain, there are several valid secondary questions such as asking what pattern is found across studies and whether variation between studies can be explained.
Hypotheses Tested
We aimed to answer the following specific questions, relating to both the overall pattern of results across studies and the source of differences between studies. First, what is the overall relationship between offspring sex ratio and measures of maternal condition across studies in ungulates?
Second, is the relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition dependent on the type of measure of maternal condition employed? We tested two differences in the way that maternal condition had been measured. One concerned whether the measure used involved a morphological (or physiological) measure of condition (e.g., body mass, a measure of fat load, whether an individual was lactating at the time of conception) or, alternatively, a measure of behavioral dominance. While dominance is not a measure of condition, the use of condition in the context of the Trivers-Willard hypothesis is just to stand for maternal ability to invest in offspring, which may clearly be related to dominance. The second factor that we tested concerned the time at which maternal condition was determined relative to conception. Many of the studies included report the association between the sex ratio and a measure of maternal condition for females shot by hunters or for culling purposes, and these measures are by definition postconception; in other studies, maternal condition was determined before conception occurred.
Third, is the relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition influenced by population management status? Kruuk et al. (1999) showed that population density influenced the relationship between maternal dominance and sex ratio in red deer Cervus elaphus and suggested that differences between studies could be explained by management status, with a relationship between sex ratio and dominance expected only at low densities. Density could not always be determined for the study populations, so we classified population management status into three categories (captive, semiwild, or free ranging) on the basis of subjective classifications of the descriptions of the study populations.
Finally, does the relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition depend on variation in life-history characteristics across species? For example, Kojola (1997a) suggested that effects of maternal condition would be more pronounced in ungulates with small litters. Alternatively, large litters might facilitate sex ratio adjustment postimplantation because the sacrifice of one or two embryos would represent a smaller loss of potential reproductive success. In addition, we tested for the effect of gestation time, sexual size dimorphism, and social organization because all might influence selection on sex ratio adjustment. For example, Hewison and Gaillard suggested that TriversWillard effects might be more marked in species with more marked sexual selection on males because this should increase the fitness return from sex-biased investment. Hence, if this hypothesis is correct, we expect to see stronger effects when sexual size dimorphism is more male biased. West and Sheldon (2002) suggested that an important determinant of the strength of sex allocation biases would be the degree to which the environment offspring would inhabit could be predicted at the time allocation decisions were made. Hence, all else being equal, weaker effects would be associated with longer gestation periods.
Data Collection
We collected studies of the Trivers and Willard hypothesis by performing literature searches using the ISI Web of Science; all articles published up to January 31, 2003, were considered. We forward-searched by identifying all articles that had cited three major early studies of sex ratio variation in mammal by Trivers and Willard (1973) , CluttonBrock et al. (1984), and Clutton-Brock and Iason (1986) . All articles that were judged from the abstract to have potential relevance to sex ratio variation in ungulates were then consulted, and the articles that had in turn been cited by these articles were consulted. While performing this procedure, we adopted broad definitions of maternal condition and sex ratio in order to maximize the number of studies screened.
Inclusion of Studies
We located 73 studies that were potentially related to the Trivers and Willard hypothesis in ungulates; a full list appears in appendix B in the online edition of the American Naturalist. However, only a proportion of these actually contained data that could be used in a meta-analysis of the hypothesis. Some studies were excluded because they did not report sufficient information to extract for a metaanalysis (at minimum, a test statistic or P value and a sample size were needed). Several studies were presented as tests of the Trivers and Willard hypothesis when in fact they were not. For example, we found a number of articles that reported the correlation across populations between average maternal condition and average sex ratio (e.g., Verme 1983; Skogland 1986) or the difference in sex ratio between groups of deer maintained in captivity on different diets (Verme 1985) or the difference in mean sex ratio between two wild populations subject to different management practices (e.g., Smith et al. 1996) . Conditional sex allocation, of the kind proposed by Trivers and Willard, concerns the decisions that individuals within a population make, and comparisons of average behavior between different populations are not of obvious relevance to this question. For example, size-advantage models of sex allocation in parasitoid wasps have the same underlying logic as the Trivers and Willard model and have overwhelming empirical support (West and Sheldon 2002) . By exposing ovipositing females of the parasitoid Lariophagus to different distributions of host size, Charnov et al. (1981) showed experimentally that it is the relative distribution of resources experienced by individuals within a population that influences sex allocation decisions, not the absolute size of the resource across populations. It is possible that any mechanism individuals use to adjust sex ratio within populations might be influenced by betweenpopulation differences (e.g., in food availability). However, there seems to be no clear means to decide whether this is the case. Consequently, while differences in mean sex ratio between populations correlated with resource availability are interesting and require explanation, they do not reveal whether individuals within a population adjust their sex ratio in relation to their condition. Facultative sex allocation leads to evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) sex allocation ratios that differ from equality, but it is very hard to predict where the new ESS lies (Frank 1990) .
A second reason for the exclusion of some studies concerned the way in which behavioral dominance was defined. Some studies (e.g., Clutton-Brock et al. 1984; Côté and Festa-Bianchet 2001 ; S. D. Côté, personal communication) defined it relative to the entire population that an individual interacted with, whereas others (e.g., Festa-Bianchet 1991) derived cohort-specific measures that control for any influence of age. If we were interested specifically in how dominance related to the sex ratio of offspring, the latter sort of measure would be the appropriate one to use. However, in the context of the Trivers-Willard hypothesis, dominance is used simply as an index of the extent to which mothers can invest in their offspring, and whether dominance status is partly related to age is unimportant (see Hewison et al. 2002 for similar arguments in relation to the effect of age on sex ratio). Because an individual competes for resources with all members of its population, not just those within its cohort, it is an individual's ability to compete relative to the rest of the population that should determine how much it can invest in offspring. In some cases, the two measures of dominance give broadly similar results in terms of their correlation with the sex ratio (e.g., Clutton-Brock et al. 1984: with the overall domr p 0.26 inance measure; with r p 0.44 the age-corrected measure), but in other cases, controlling for age makes a large difference because dominance is very strongly related to age (e.g., Côté and Festa-Bianchet 2001; S. D. Côté, personal communication) . Consequently, we excluded two studies that reported relationships between sex ratio and age-corrected dominance but did not report the correlation with the overall dominance measure Festa-Bianchet 1991) . Further details are given in appendix B, which contains an explanation for the noninclusion of each of the remaining studies that were consulted.
Data on life-history characteristics of the species of ungulates included in the analysis were obtained from a variety of sources, including the articles reporting the sex ratio effect (typically for litter size). Sexual size dimorphism was defined as the residual from a regression of log female body mass on log male body mass (Ranta et al. 1994) . The life-history data used in the analysis, together with additional sources for this data, are given in appendix C in the online edition of the American Naturalist.
Data Analysis
From each article, we extracted the relevant statistical information relating to the relationship between the sex ratio and maternal condition (see table 1 for a list of articles,  and see table A1 in the online edition of the American Naturalist for full details of the information extracted from each study). Several different types of test were performed by the original articles including those that compared mean condition between females with male or female offspring, and those that tested for a correlation between sex ratio and maternal condition. Some tests reported this information for a single reproductive event by each female (e.g., those that relied on postmortem measures of condition and sex ratio), while others (e.g., Clutton-Brock et al. 1984 ) measured the sex ratio over each female's reproductive lifespan. There was also variation between studies in the time at which the sex ratio was measured, ranging from the blastocyst stage (Flint et al. 1997 ) to postpartum. The statistical methods used to test for the relationship, the type of sex ratio measure used, and the time during development at which the sex ratio was measured could all potentially influence the ability to detect a relationship between maternal condition and sex ratio, but we made no attempt to control for these possible sources of vari- Note: Full details of the test statistics, sample sizes, and effect sizes are given in appendix A in the online edition of the American Naturalist.
ation in effect size, in part because the number of studies available was not very large.
Rather than reporting the relationship between individual condition and the sex ratio, several studies reported data as a test of Williams's (1979) hypothesis that litter size and sex ratio should be jointly optimized in species with litters greater than one (e.g., Burke and Birch 1995; Cassinello and Gomendio 1996) . For example, one might predict that in a species where litter size can be one or two, those females in best condition should produce two sons and those in slightly less good condition should produce one son and one daughter, then two daughters, and then a son, while the reproductive group in poorest condition should produce daughters. This hypothesis requires an assumption about the relative cost of male and female offspring in order to know how to order the different combinations of litter sizes and sexes (Frank 1990 (Frank , 1998 . Consequently, it is hard to assess whether data fit the expectation of Williams's (1979) hypothesis. We extracted data relating the sex ratio alone to maternal condition from these studies as follows (see also fig. 1 for a hypothetical example). Because all of the studies that tested Williams's (1979) hypothesis reported test statistics that compared different litter size/sex ratio combinations without directional contrasts tested between groups, we combined this information with the correspondence between the observed and expected rank ordering of the means between groups if sex ratio were the only variable related to maternal condition (thus, a litter of one containing one female had the same expected rank ordering as a litter of two containing two females or a litter of three containing three females) using Rice and Gaines's (1994) ordered heterogeneity test. This process will not yield exactly the same effect size as would a correlation between sex ratio and maternal condition, but we chose this procedure as preferable to discarding these studies.
We used standard methods (Rosenthal 1991; Rosenberg et al. 2000) to convert the reported test statistics into a common measure of effect size, the correlation coefficient (r). Effect sizes were z transformed before analysis to correct for asymptotic behavior of r, and in all analyses, individual effect sizes were weighted by the inverse of the variance associated with the effect size estimate (Rosenberg et al. 2000) . We used random effect models in all of the meta-analyses performed here. Meta-analyses can be performed using either fixed or random effects models, but there are several reasons to suspect that random effect models are more appropriate for analysis of typical ecological data (Gurevitch and Hedges 1999) . Random effect models allow for two sources of error in effect size simultaneously: that because of sampling error and that because of real differences in effect size between studies in a sample. Because there is no reason to assume that all ungulate mammals would be subject to the same factors shaping the relationship between the sex ratio and maternal condition and because there were differences between studies in the way condition and the sex ratio were measured, the studies in this sample are unlikely to share Williams's (1979) hypothesis about joint optimization of litter size and sex ratio to a directional statistic relating sex ratio to maternal condition. Overall test of association between maternal condition and sex ratio/litter size combination in this hypothetical example:
, , . The correlation between the observed ordering of the means and that expected if F p 1.21 df p 4, 32 P p .33 maternal conditions were related to sex ratio alone is, in this case, . Hence, following Rice and Gaines (1994) , an ordered heterogeneity r p 0.1581 S test of whether sex ratio is related to maternal condition can be derived from the test statistic:
, with , yields r P p 0.1581 # 0.67 p 0.106
(two-tailed). P p .64 a common effect size. Because the distribution of effect sizes is not known, we used bootstrapping to obtain confidence intervals around estimates of mean effect size, and P values for most statistical tests were obtained by randomization (9,999 resampling events; denoted by P r ). At present, meta-analysis is restricted to univariate analyses of factors that might explain differences in effect size. All analyses were conducted using MetaWin 2.0 (Rosenberg et al. 2000) .
Results
Our literature search located 73 published studies that we examined for reported associations between some measure of condition and offspring sex ratio. Of these, we were able to extract data for the meta-analysis from 40, of which one (Meikle et al. 1993 ) was discarded because it consisted of a subsample of a subsequent study (Meikle et al. 1996) , and two were discarded because they reported effects of dominance on sex ratio correcting for age effects on dominance Festa-Bianchet 1991) . The final sample analyzed contained 37 studies of 18 species (table A1). In the majority of the other cases, the study did not report any information about condition and the sex ratio, it provided insufficient details to allow calculation of an effect size, or it was not a test of the TriversWillard hypothesis. Appendix B lists all of the studies consulted and the reason for their exclusion from the meta-analysis.
Overall Effects
Within the subset of studies that were used, the estimated mean effect size was (95% confidence interval r p 0.090 [CI]: 0.041-0.144, ), suggesting a weak, but statisn p 37 tically significant, mean effect size for the relationship between offspring sex ratio and condition. However, there was evidence of significant heterogeneity between studies ( , , ), indicating that, overall, 2 x p 51.48 df p 36 P p .046 the studies were not drawn from a homogeneous group. We therefore tested two potential sources of heterogeneity: the type of study conducted and the species on which it was conducted. Both factors might potentially influence the strength of any relationship between the sex ratio and maternal condition
Differences between Studies
Multiple studies were available for nine of the 18 species in the sample (table A1; domestic pig and wild boar were treated as the same species). Average effect size did not differ significantly between species in the sample, although this result was marginally nonsignificant ( , 2 x p 18.99 , , ). Mean effect sizes were statisdf p 8 P p .09 n p 9 r tically significant (and positive) for red deer, arrui, bison and feral horses. In contrast to the effect of species, mean effect size was influenced by the type of study ( 2 x p , , ), with the mean effect size for 8.55 df p 1 P p .009 r studies that were conducted using measures of behavioral dominance approximately four times that of studies that 2a ). These conclusions were further strengthened when they were repeated excluding a single study (Mendl et al. 1995) that may not provide a very appropriate test of whether there is a relationship between sex ratio and maternal dominance (table A1; see Meikle et al. 1997; Mendl et al. 1997 for further discussion). The overall mean effect size was (95% CI: 0.041-0.141, ), and the difr p 0.087 n p 36 ference between the two classes of studies was larger ( , , A second potential source of difference in effect size concerns the time at which maternal condition was measured relative to conception. Postconception measures of condition might mask any association between maternal condition and conception sex ratio, particularly if there is sex-biased investment before birth. The timing of maternal condition relative to conception could be determined from the original sources for 34 of 37 studies (92%); of these, two of 34 collected data continuously (i.e., both before and after conception). Of the remainder, 15 of 32 (47%) used a measure taken either before or at conception (table  A1) . When all studies were included, timing of measurement of maternal condition was unrelated to mean effect size ( , , ). When we excluded the 2 x p 6.84 df p 3 P p .15 r two classes for which timing was unknown and data had been collected continuously, a significant difference in mean effect size depending on the timing of maternal condition measure was revealed ( , , 2 x p 6.32 df p 1 ). Mean effect size was four times as large when P p .026 r condition was measured at or before conception, compared with after conception (table 2; fig. 2b ). Hence, these analyses suggest that timing of measurement might influence the effect size obtained by a study.
Studies of the Trivers-Willard effect have been conducted under a range of conditions, from completely wild, unmanaged populations to completely captive populations. Kruuk et al. (1999) showed that population density influenced the relationship between maternal condition and sex ratio in red deer and suggested that Trivers-Willard effects might be more likely to be detected in populations kept below the carrying capacity. Because we were unable to obtain data on population management status for all of the studies here, we tested whether wild and captive populations differed with respect to mean effect size; we found no evidence that this was the case ( , 2 x p 0.59 , ; table 2). df p 1 P p .48 r
Mutually Confounded Variables
Meta-analytic software that can test the effects of multiple moderator variables simultaneously has not yet been developed; therefore, we were unable to test which of the moderator variables was most influential. We asked whether any of our moderator variables were confounded with each other because this would affect our ability to determine their relative influence on effect size. There was no relationship between whether a study used a morphological or behavioral measure of condition and the timing of that measure relative to conception, excluding those studies for which timing could not be determined ( , , , ) or between the tim-2 x p 1.05 df p 1 P p .31 n p 32 ing of the measure of condition and population status ( , , , ). Hence, the influ-2 x p 0.85 df p 1 P p .36 n p 32 ence of the type of condition measure and the time at which condition was measured should be independent of one another. There was a tendency for studies of wild populations to be more likely to use morphological mea- sures of condition than studies of captive populations ( , , , ), presumably be-2 x p 3.12 df p 1 P p .077 n p 35 cause of the relative ease of collecting such data. Thus, while our analyses suggest no effect of management status on the strength of the relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition, it is possible that this could be confounded with the type of measure of condition used. There were significant differences between different categories of studies in the sample sizes analyzed; these tended to reflect logistic constraints. Studies that had used behavioral dominance as the measure of maternal quality had smaller sample sizes than those that had used a morphological or physiological measure of condition (Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney U-test, , ; median z p 3.31 P p .001 sample sizes were 22 and 128.5, respectively; see also fig.  2 ). Studies of captive populations also employed smaller sample sizes ( , ; median for captive 33, z p 2.57 P p .01 for wild 94.5), but there was no difference in sample size between those studied measuring condition before or after conception ( , ) . Because meta-analysis z p 1.43 P p .15 weights effect size by sample size, the fact that the category of studies with larger sample sizes (those based on morphological measures) has a smaller mean effect size suggests that these studies will have a disproportionate effect on the overall analysis.
Life-History Correlates of Sex Ratio Adjustment
To test for potential life-history correlates of sex ratio adjustment, we first derived a mean effect size for each species by calculating a sample size weighted effect size for that species. We then performed mixed model metaanalysis on these species means, fitting either continuous or categorical life-history variables as predictor variables (see appendix C for details of the traits used in the analysis). These analyses suggested that degree of sexual size dimorphism ( , ) and gesb p 0.275 ‫ע‬ 0.381 P p .026 r tation period ( , ) were b p Ϫ0.00063 ‫ע‬ 0.00055 P p .068 r both related to the strength of the relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition. Species with more marked male-biased sexual size dimorphism tended to have stronger positive relationships between sex ratio and maternal condition; species with shorter gestation periods also had stronger positive relationships between sex ratio and maternal condition (although this relationship was only close to significance). However, because species with shorter gestation periods (at least within this data set) showed more marked male-biased sexual size dimorphism ( , ), we cannot distinguish which of r p Ϫ0.64 P p .005 17 these two variables may be driving the relationship. In contrast, litter size ( ), mating system ( ), P p .49 P p .90 r r and social system ( ) were unrelated to the strength P p .15 r of the relationship between offspring sex ratio and maternal condition.
Tests for Publication Bias
We explored the possibility that publication bias had influenced the meta-analysis using first the whole data set and, second, splitting it into studies based on behavioral measures of condition and those based on morphological measures of condition. In the whole data set, the correlation between effect size and sample size was not significantly different from 0 ( , ), and the r p Ϫ0.21 P p .22 S calculated fail-safe number (the number of unpublished studies of zero effect needed to make the overall mean effect size not different from 0; Rosenthal 1991) was 399. For studies based on morphological measures of condition ( ), the fail-safe number was 128, and the corre-N p 26 lation between effect size and sample size was not significantly different from 0 ( , ). For studies r p Ϫ0.29 P p .16 S based on behavioral measures of condition ( , inn p 11 cluding Mendl et al.'s 1995) , the fail-safe number was 61, and the correlation between effect size and sample size was again not significantly different from 0 ( , r p 0.04 S ). Excluding Mendl et al.'s study (1995) , the fail-P p .91 safe number for behavioral measures of condition was 80. Finally, using all of the studies, we tested whether effect size showed any relationship with the year in which the study was published. The effect of year of publication on effect size was negative but not significantly so (slope: SE, ). None of these analb p Ϫ0.0075 ‫ע‬ 0.0054 P p .10 r yses provides strong evidence for a publication bias; they also suggest that the conclusion of an overall significant effect of maternal condition on the sex ratio of offspring is tolerably robust. Rosenthal (1991) proposed a rule of thumb to assess the size of fail-safe numbers that would give cause for concern as , where X is the X ≤ (5N ϩ 10) fail-safe number and N is the number of studies in the meta-analysis. By this criterion, the conclusions of a significant effect size based on all the studies combined and on behavioral measures excluding Mendl et al.'s (1995) are robust ( and , respectively), while X p 190 X p 60 those using morphological measures of condition and behavioral measures including Mendl et al.'s 1995 are not ( and , respectively) , although the con-X p 140 X p 65 clusion is marginal.
Last, we attempted to correct for any bias in publication dependent on effect size using the trim-and-fill method of Duvall and Tweedie (2000) . This method estimates the number of studies that are missing from a meta-analysis as a result of any publication bias against nonsignificant results, together with their effect size, and involves adding them to the existing data set and recalculating the overall mean effect size as a test of whether a result is robust to publication bias (see Jennions and Møller 2002 for a review of this method and an assessment of publication bias in ecology). The trim-and-fill method suggested that the number of missing studies, L 0 , was four, and addition of these studies reduced the estimated mean effect size for all of the studies combined to 0.071. However, the 99% CI for this estimate (0.004-0.138) did not include 0, suggesting that the result is robust to correction for publication bias. The change in estimated mean effect size from 0.089 to 0.071 represents a change of 20%, which is less than the average change in effect size in ecological metaanalyses following this form of correction (Jennions and Møller 2002) . In summary, the analyses of publication bias do not provide strong evidence that publication bias will have influenced the effects of this meta-analysis, although they do suggest that the conclusions from the metaanalysis might be subject to reappraisal if there are a large number of unpublished studies.
Discussion
Our analyses suggest that when studies are combined, there is weak but confirmatory support for Trivers and Willard's (1973) hypothesis that maternal condition should be positively related to the sex ratio of offspring produced in ungulate mammals. However, the extent of support depends on the characteristics of the study. Studies that employed behavioral measures of dominance as the measure of maternal quality and measured these before conception supported the hypothesis more strongly than did those that employed morphological or physiological measures of condition measured after conception. In addition, Trivers-Willard effects were more likely to be positive in species with shorter gestation times and with more strongly male-biased sexual size dimorphism. Both the latter patterns are expected if the strength of sex ratio adjustment depends on maternal ability to predict the environment (West and Sheldon 2002) and on the strength of sexual selection in a species .
Types of Maternal Quality Measure
There are several reasons to expect a morphological or physiological measure of condition to give a poorer index of maternal ability to invest in offspring than behavioral dominance. First, in mammals, which feed continuously and reproduce many times over their lives, resources available for reproduction are likely to be determined more by continued future access than by prior access. Future access to resources would seem more likely to be related to behavioral dominance than to condition itself. Second, while some studies have shown that morphological condition and behavioral dominance are correlated (e.g., CluttonBrock et al. 1986 ), the correlation is considerably less than unity (e.g.,
for ). If r p 0.50 dominance is a better predictor of access to resources than morphological condition, then the expected relationship between maternal morphological condition and sex ratio will be reduced by a factor equal to the correlation between behavioral dominance and condition. Third, the relationship between a morphological measure of condition and future access to resources need not be positive. For example, in some bird species, dominant individuals carry lower fat reserves than do subordinate individuals (e.g., Ekman and Lilliendahl 1993) . This is thought to be due to dominance status (i.e., future ability to obtain resources) influencing optimal fat reserves. If carrying large reserves of fat entails costs (e.g., as a result of impaired predator avoidance or physiological costs; Witter and Cuthill 1993) , then if an individual is able to obtain food when desired as a result of being dominant at feeding sites, optimum fat reserves are lower than if the ability to obtain food is less certain. We are not aware of any studies of dominance in relation to fat reserves in mammals that support this suggestion, but it suggests that a positive relationship between fat reserves and the ability to obtain resources for offspring cannot necessarily be assumed.
A second type of explanation for a qualitative difference between data obtained using morphological measures and that obtained using behavioral dominance measures concerns the ease with which such data are obtained. As was the case for several studies in the meta-analysis, data on body size or fat reserves and the sex ratio can easily be obtained from a large sample of animals sampled over a range of environments (e.g., as a result of culling or shooting for sport). In contrast, data concerning individual variation in behavioral dominance require lengthy observations of a well-defined group of individually recognizable animals. This may be of significance for several reasons. First, some morphological measures (such as fat index or body mass) are point estimates, whereas behavioral dominance is a measure that requires repeated sampling events to obtain. All else being equal, the sampling error will be reduced for an estimate based on multiple observations. Second, combining individuals sampled from a large geographical range may combine samples that differ in their functional relationships between the variables of interest. While studies of the relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition have the advantage that they may be based on large sample sizes, the advantage of large sample size may be compromised if the data are of lower quality or contain other sources of variation that potentially confound the relationship of interest.
Time of Sex Ratio Measure
A second source of difference in effect size between studies was the timing of measurement of female condition with respect to conception. Whether maternal condition is measured pre-or postconception might have consequences for the relationship to be expected between the sex ratio and maternal condition. If developing male embryos require greater resources than do females, the sex ratio that a female carries might then influence the condition of the female. Hence, measuring maternal condition postconception could confound two different processes: a positive effect of maternal condition on the sex ratio conceived and a negative effect of the sex ratio conceived on subsequent maternal condition. These processes might, in principle, counteract each other to produce anything from negative to positive relationships between the sex ratio and maternal condition depending on when, after conception, the relationships were assessed.
Alternative Measures of Sex-Biased Investment
In this meta-analysis, we have concentrated only on relationships between the sex ratio (generally measured no later than birth) and maternal condition, defined either in terms of behavioral dominance or a morphological or physiological measure of condition. There are at least two other ways in which this and related issues could be studied. If the relative return from parental investment in the two sexes depends on maternal condition, then one may also expect to see differences in the amount of parental investment that females provide toward male and female offspring dependent on maternal condition (Trivers and Willard 1973; Clutton-Brock 1991; . We have not attempted to review the evidence for sex-biased maternal investment of this kind for a number of reasons. First, it would seem very difficult to distinguish between the effects of sex differences in demand and sex differences in investment (actually measured as maternal care). Several studies have shown that the cost of rearing different sexes of offspring may differ, with, for example, the birth of a male calf being more likely to result in a barren year in the subsequent breeding season (e.g., Clutton-Brock 1991). However, this finding simply suggests that male offspring cost more to rear than females and is not of itself evidence that sex allocation is varied with respect to maternal quality. Alternative measures of maternal investment, such as suckling frequency or milk yield rate (see Cameron 1998) , are problematic because they may be determined by the sex of offspring reared, are difficult to measure satisfactorily, and may be only weakly related to maternal investment if individuals differ in how much they can expend on parental care (van Noordwijk and de Jong 1986) . Whether parents of different quality adjust their relative investment in male and female offspring is a fascinating question but is one that might best be studied by experimentally redistributing offspring of different sexes among parents of different quality (e.g., Lessells et al. 1998) .
Many of the studies that we surveyed here also report associations between offspring sex ratio and maternal age (e.g., Côté and Festa-Bianchet 2001) . Such effects might represent Trivers-Willard-type effects if maternal condition or the ability to invest in offspring vary with age. In addition, if males cost more to rear than females, then selection might favor producing a relatively greater proportion of male offspring later in life as parental reproductive value declines. The latter process might also lead to agedependent sex biases in parental care, with older females willing to invest relatively more in male offspring than younger females. Saltz (2001) suggested that the data relating to associations between sex ratio and maternal age from ungulates supported a Trivers-Willard-type model. However, as pointed out by Hewison et al. (2002) , the use of maternal age as a surrogate for condition is problematic because of the potentially conflicting effects of increasing condition with age (e.g., because of experience) and declining condition due to senescence.
Assumptions of the Trivers-Willard Hypothesis
As pointed out by several authors (e.g., Cockburn et al. 2002) , a key component of the Trivers-Willard hypothesis concerns the assumptions that underlie the hypothesis. In short, these are that maternal condition influences offspring fitness, the fitness of sons is more variable than that of daughters, and sons of females in good condition will have higher fitness than daughters of females in good condition. These underlying assumptions are difficult to test, much more so than to collect data that ostensibly tests the main prediction of the TriversWillard hypothesis. In some cases, data have been collected that support all three hypotheses (e.g., ); in other cases, the data are less clear in their support for the assumptions (for further discussion, see . In the analyses presented here, we assumed, for simplicity, that the prediction of the Trivers-Willard hypothesis would be that females in good condition or dominant over other females should be selected to produce an excess of sons. As Leimar (1996) has shown, when reproductive value is used as the measure of offspring fitness, the direction of the effect expected depends on the way in which maternal condition is inherited. With strong maternal transmission, the expectation may even change direction. Interestingly, the single study of Cape mountain zebras included here, which had a large negative effect size ( ), albeit with a low r p Ϫ0.547 sample size, concerns a population in which maternal dominance affects only the fitness of daughters (Lloyd and Rasa 1989) ; in this case, the direction of the expected effect should be reversed. Changing the sign of the effect size in this study increases the estimated mean effect size for all studies to and strengthens the conclusion for r p ϩ0.096 the comparison between different types of maternal quality measure ( 
Conclusions
Our analyses suggest that, when assessed under certain conditions, there is a positive relationship between offspring sex ratio and maternal quality in ungulates, as originally suggested by Trivers and Willard (1973) . Does this constitute support for Trivers and Willard's model? We argue that while the data are consistent with Trivers and Willard's prediction, they do not provide a definitive test.
The first problem is that, as several authors have noted Forchhammer 2000) , sex ratio and maternal quality may be related for reasons unrelated to Trivers and Willard's original hypothesis. A correlation might arise simply if a sex bias in mortality is correlated with maternal condition such that high-quality females are more likely to carry offspring to term. Whether this is the cause of any relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition might be assessed by determining whether the relationship is symmetrical around a mean sex ratio of 0.5; this was beyond the scope of this study. In some cases (e.g., CluttonBrock et al. 1984) , the relationship appears symmetrical, suggesting that high-quality females may have male-biased sex ratios at implantation (see also Flint et al. 1997) . In other cases (e.g., Kohlmann 1999), the relationship between sex ratio and maternal condition has an asymptote around 0.5, which is consistent with male embryos having higher mortality than females when carried by females in poor condition. Both processes may well operate in concert, or even vary in strength between different populations, or vary in time within populations. For example, Kruuk et al. (1999) showed that a relationship between dominance and sex ratio in red deer was abolished when population density was high (see also Clutton-Brock et al. 2002) . In addition, large-scale population (and possibly climatic) effects may be important determinants of variation in sex ratios at the scale of populations (Kruuk et al. 1999; Post et al. 1999; Mysterud et al. 2000; . The operation of such effects may then reduce the ability to detect individual adjustment of the sex ratio.
A second argument is that formal models based on maximizing reproductive value show that the relationship between maternal quality and the sex ratio cannot be predicted without detailed life-history data applying to each case (Leimar 1996) . Hence, the agreement with Trivers and Willard's original prediction that we have demonstrated in the case of ungulates may be not be true in other taxa. In particular, primates seem to present a bewildering range of relationships between sex ratio and maternal condition (Hiraiwa-Hasegawa 1993; Packer et al. 2000; Brown 2001; Brown and Silk 2002) , and this may be because maternal effects on daughters are more prevalent. Consequently, although Trivers and Willard's original argument may explain the patterns seen in ungulates, this may have more to do with a particular coincidence of life-history traits and patterns of maternal-offspring inheritance.
